
PRESS RELEASE 
 

[IRROMPIBLES] presents its new redesigned website. 
 

The 4.0 version of the [IRROMPIBLES] Internet site evolves into a social network for gamers, 
technology consumers, artists and developers of Latin America, focusing in the game development 
industry across the region. 
 

 
 
Buenos Aires, March 29th, 2010 – [IRROMPIBLES] presents the 4.0 version of their Internet website that not only 
shows a more dynamic and stylish design, but also embraces the social networking concept with the idea of being 
a meeting point for fans of games, consumer technology, entertainment, arts, programming and game 
development in the Latin America region. 
 
The site facilitates the creation of a communitarian profile by relating with videos, photos, groups of interest and 
blogs created by the user. As always, the community can also participate in a lot of forums who covers all topics.  
 
[IRROMPIBLES] promotes the development of games in Argentina and Latin America publicizing articles about the 
status of the industry in the region, interviews to development studios, artists, programmers, creatives, teachers 
and all topics relative to the game creation and other technical and cultural activities. Also maintains a job 
postulation forum and will implement a special section for professional resumes.  
The site also shows the new products that appear in the market as: Hardware, Audio, Video, Phones and other 
topics where the community has an active participation and interest. 
 
New site could be accesed in: www.irrompibles.com.ar.  
 
[IRROMPIBLES] also has an iPhone-friendly version at the same link. 
 

 
 
ABOUT [IRROMPIBLES] 
[IRROMPIBLES] or [i] is a site specialized in entertainment, consumer technology and videogames. It has a ten years background 
generating contents for the Web and printed publications. Now produces contents for the gaming area of MTV Networks Latin 
America and miscellaneous publications. In the future it will have a special version for Smart Phones.  
The staff and collaborators of the site are journalists with a distinguished career in the Argentine and international media. 
For more information and contact, please email to: contacto@irrompibles.com.ar 

 

http://www.irrompibles.com.ar/

